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Cytoskeletal motors known as motor proteins are molecules that drive cellular transport along
several parallel cytoskeletal filaments and support many biological processes. Experimental evidence
suggests that they interact with the nearest molecules of their filament while performing any me-
chanical work. To understand such mechanism theoretically, a new version of two-channel totally
asymmetric simple exclusion process which incorporates interactions in a thermodynamically consis-
tent way is introduced. As the existing approaches for multi-channel systems deviate from analyzing
the combined effect of inter and intra-channel interactions, a new approach known as modified ver-
tical cluster mean field is developed. The approach along with monte-carlo simulations successfully
encounters some correlations and computes the complex dynamic properties of the system. Role
of symmetry of interactions and inter-channel coupling is observed on the triple points and the
particle maximal current. Surprisingly, for all values of coupling rate and most of the interaction
splittings, the optimal interaction strength corresponding to maximal current belongs to the case of
weak repulsive interactions. Moreover, for weak interaction splittings and with an increase in the
coupling rate, the optimal interaction strength tends towards the known experimental results. Cou-
pling in between the lanes decreases the correlations. They are found to be short-range and weaker
for repulsive and weak attractive interactions, while long-range and stronger for large attractions.
PACS numbers: 05.60.-k, 02.50.Ey, 64.60.-i, 05.70.Ln
I. INTRODUCTION
In all living organisms starting from a unicellular yeast
to multicellular humans, cells are the most elementary
and complex structures which undergo many vital func-
tions such as cell division, gene replication, cellular trans-
port, cell motility and signaling [1–3]. Generally, these
processes are actively carried out by enzymatic molecules
called motor proteins or molecular motors [4–6]. In cellu-
lar transport, they utilize chemical energy, released from
chemical reactions that they catalyze such as hydroly-
sis of ATP, to deliver cargoes by their active movement
along cytoskeletal filaments [7]. The proper functioning
of motor protein transport is crucial for the cell’s sur-
vival. Motor proteins’ mutation and disruption in cellular
transport can contribute to the development of diseases
like Alzheimer, hearing loss, virus transport, neurode-
generative and polyestric kidney diseases [8]. Recently,
several in vivo and in vitro single-molecular motor exper-
iments have provided a good insight over mechanochemi-
cal properties of motor proteins [5, 6, 9]. However, motor
proteins work in a larger team [10], and their collective
behavior is not yet well understood [11–13].
Many experiments on kinesin motor proteins reveal
that in the presence of neighboring motors, they remain
attached to the microtubule for a longer time which re-
sults in the formation of clusters [14]. These interactions
are estimated within an energy range (1.6 ± 0.5) kBT
[14, 15], where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is
the thermodynamic temperature. One can assume simi-
lar kind of interactions among other cytoskeletal motors
∗ akgupta@iitrpr.ac.in
such as myosin and dynein, which are also involved in
cellular transport. It is expected that these interactions
alter various chemical transitions such as binding and un-
binding, backward stepping, forward moving, hydrolysis,
etc occurring at a microscopic level. These changes af-
fect the mechano-chemistry and hence collective dynam-
ics of motors. However, the influence of these interac-
tions on the collective transport of motor proteins needs
much more investigation. It is thus significantly impor-
tant to combine the microscopic properties of motor pro-
teins with their collective transport motion [7, 16].
Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process
(TASEP) has become a paradigmatic model to study the
collective motion of active particles that hop stochas-
tically and uni-directionally along a linear segment
obeying the hard-core exclusion principle. TASEP
was first introduced to model mRNA translation by
ribosomes [17]. Since then, the process has been suc-
cessfully applied to understand the collective properties
of many particle systems such as traffic flow, protein
synthesis, intracellular processes, gel electrophoresis,
etc [18–20]. TASEP has also provided insights into
the dynamic properties of interacting [21–28] as well as
non-interacting motor proteins [13, 29, 30].
Recently, a new class of single-channel open TASEP
has been introduced, which provides a quantitative de-
scription for chemical transitions among motor proteins
using fundamental thermodynamic concepts [25, 26].
The simple mean field theory which completely ignores
particle-particle correlations fails to capture the effect of
interactions on one lane TASEP model. It suggests that
interactions bring correlations into the system. To deal
with such correlations several mean field approaches such
as cluster mean field theory [25, 28] and modified cluster
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2mean field theory [26] have been proposed. These the-
ories successfully capture the effect of interactions but
applicable only to a single filament.
Examining the realistic features inside the cell, where
several channels are offered to cellular transport, parti-
cles of different channels interact when they are hindered
in their pathway [13]. It is expected that in presence
of multi-channels, the interactions present in between
the molecular motors, affects the collective behavior of
motor proteins [31]. In the past, original two-channel
TASEP system (without interactions) and its variants
have been thoroughly explored under different coupling
environment with approximation theories such as verti-
cal cluster mean field and continuum limit of mean field
equations [32–36]. However, these studies can not cap-
ture correlations because of intra-channel interactions.
The available approximation theories which capture such
correlations are limited to one channel [25, 26, 28] and
can not be simply extended to a multi-channel system.
In this paper, an effort has been made to analyze the
collective dynamics of interacting molecular motors mov-
ing on a symmetrically coupled parallel filaments. The
inter-channel interactions are incorporated in the original
two-channel open TASEP model by modifying its simple
transitions rules in a fundamental thermodynamic proce-
dure. We develop a theory called modified vertical cluster
mean field (MVCMF) that considers some correlations
and calculates the complex properties of an interactive
two-channel coupled system. We find that coupling in
between the lanes decreases the correlations; however,
they are stronger for large attractive interactions and
weaker for repulsive interactions. We observe the com-
bined effect of symmetry of interactions and coupling on
particles’ collective dynamics. The method can be gener-
alized to more than two lanes and to consider the role of
stochastic open attachment and detachment of particles.
II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
A. Model
The model defines multi-particle motion on a two-
channel (lane) lattice each with N (N  1) sites to
mimic the transport of molecular motors along paral-
lel cytoskeletal filaments. Each lattice site can be oc-
cupied by at most one particle under the hard-core ex-
clusion principle. The state of occupancy of the ith site
(1 ≤ i ≤ N) of the lane l (1 or 2) is characterized by an
occupation variable τi,l, where τi,l = 0 denotes its empty
state while τi,l = 1 represents its occupied state.
Besides the exclusion principle, particles in a channel
can interact horizontally with its nearest neighbors via
energy E associated to the bond connecting two neigh-
boring particles. It can be said that the horizontal hop-
ping in both channels takes place under a short-range
interactive strength E or is driven by an external field E
[25–27].
Moreover, the horizontal transition rules for a particle
at ith site of a lane varies according to the occupancy
state of its vertically opposite site (Fig. 1). Further, the
particle can also hop vertically with a rate w. For simplic-
ity, we consider the lane changing rate to be independent
of interactions present in the model.
The dynamical rules of the model are as follows: for
each time step, a lattice site (i, l) is randomly selected
from the two-channel system and any kind of transition
is possible only when the target site is vacant. Random
sequential update rules are adopted. In the bulk (see
Fig. 2), a particle at (i, l)th site can hop to the empty
site (i + 1, l) in eight different possible ways depending
upon the occupancy state of sites (i− 1, l), (i+ 2, l) and
(i, l′), where (l 6= l′). These eight different ways can be
understood in the following way. The occupancy states
of sites (i − 1, l) and (i + 2, l) give rise to four different
possibilities. Each of these four possibilities further splits
into two sets depending upon the occupancy state of the
site (i, l′).
The first possibility is that when there is neither de-
formation nor formation of the bond due to the particle
movement (Fig. 2(a) and (e)). The second possibility is
when formulation and deformation of bonds occur simul-
taneously (Fig. 2(d) and (h)). Furthermore, in both of
these possibilities when there is a particle at site (i, l′),
the rate of hopping is 1, alternatively in the absence of
particle, the hopping rate is 1 − w. The third possibil-
ity is when the particle only breaks its bond from the
left (Fig. 2(c) and (g)). The hopping rate in this case
is r when there is a particle at site (i, l′), otherwise it is
r(1 − w). For the last possibility, τi−1,l = 0 and τi+2,l
= 1 (Fig. 2(b) and (f)), the particle hops with a rate q
when τi,l′ = 1 otherwise the hopping rate is q(1−w). In
this case, there is only formation of the bond. Besides all
these transitions, the particle at (i, l)th site can jump to
site (i, l′) with a rate w when the horizontal transition is
not possible and the target site is empty.
In the proposed model, an open environment is consid-
ered, where particles enter from the left and leave the sys-
tem from last sites. The effect of interactions at both the
boundaries are considered as follows: At the left bound-
ary, a particle can enter with rate qα if it forms the bond
with its neighbor, otherwise the rate is α (Fig. 1). The
transition rate of a particle at the right boundary de-
pends not only on the occupancy state of its left neighbor
but also on the state of N th site of the other lane. When
the left neighboring site of (N, l)th site is empty, then for
τN,l′ = 1 the particle leaves with a rate β otherwise for
τN,l′ = 0 the rate of leaving is β(1−w). On the contrary,
when (N−1, l) is occupied, the rate of leaving of particle
is rβ in the presence of particle at (N, l′) site, otherwise
in the absence the rate is rβ(1− w).
The formation and deformation of bonds can be viewed
as opposing chemical transitions [25] which give the fol-
lowing relationship between the transition rates:
q
r
= eλE = η (say). (1)
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the two-channel symmetrically coupled interacting TASEP model. The leftmost and rightmost
boxes, respectively, represent the different possibilities for a particle to enter and leave the system. All hopping rates are
defined for the system and are irrespective of each lane.
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FIG. 2. Eight possible configurations of four consecutive ver-
tical clusters in the bulk participating in the calculation of
particle bulk currents.
Here λ = (kBT )
−1 > 0 is a constant. Further, the hop-
ping rates q and r can be explicitly expressed in terms of
dimensionless parameter θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) as
q = e(λθE) = ηθ, r = e(λ(θ−1)E) = η(θ−1). (2)
The splitting parameter (θ) specifies the effect of energy
on these transition rates. When η > 1 (or E > 0) the
interactions are attractive and in this case the rate of
formation of bond, q, is larger (q ≥ 1) while the rate of
deformation of bond, r, is smaller (r ≤ 1). But, the above
rates for creating and breaking of bonds becomes smaller
(q ≤ 1) and larger (r ≥ 1), respectively for repulsive in-
teractions i.e. when η < 1 (or E < 0). In the absence of
intra-channel interactions, the model reduces to symmet-
rically coupled original two-channel TASEP model [32].
Also, single channel TASEP model with nearest neighbor
interactions is reproduced for the case of no inter-channel
transitions [25, 26].
The proposed model is suitable to study the role of in-
teractions in the collective dynamics on a symmetrically
coupled two-channel transport process. The transition
rules adopted here are consistent with the motion of mo-
tor proteins as the forward hoping rates in one channel
depend not only on the number of bonds that remain
unchanged, increased or decreased but also on the con-
figuration of the other channel. The intra-channel inter-
actions along with direct and indirect coupling in both
the channels make the dynamics complex and difficult to
analyze.
B. Approximate Methods
Single-channel original TASEP is one of the few models
that has been solved by exact theoretical methods [37–
39] under both open and closed boundary conditions. For
other variants of TASEP, collective dynamics have been
analyzed by using only approximate theoretical methods
[34–36]. Also, for the case of an interactive single chan-
nel open TASEP system, recently, an approximation the-
ory, called modified cluster mean field is proposed [26].
However, for the case of multi-channel interactive TASEP
system, neither an exact nor an approximate theory exist
so far that can deal with the intra-channel interactions.
In this direction, we make a first attempt by developing
an approximate theory that can handle the correlations
produced in a coupled interactive two channel TASEP
system.
In the following subsections, we first discuss an existing
approximation approach that can incorporate the effect
of inter-channel transitions and show that it is insufficient
to incorporate intra-channel interactions. We then pro-
pose modified vertical cluster mean field (MVCMF) the-
ory that incorporates the effect of both inter and intra-
channel interactions.
1. Vertical cluster mean field theory
For a two-channel original TASEP system coupled ei-
ther in symmetric, partially asymmetric or fully asym-
metric fashion, vertical cluster mean field (VCMF) ap-
proach [32, 36] has been utilized to analyze steady state
properties of the system and to produce density profiles
which match exactly with those obtained with the direct
Monte-Carlo simulation.
4As the proposed model involves coupled two-channel
TASEP system it will be an obvious choice to utilize the
well examined VCMF approach for investigating the ef-
fect of interactions on the stationary properties of the
system. For a non-zero vertical transition rate, VCMF
theory deals with four possible vertical clusters of ith site
of both the channels. Each single (one-site) vertical clus-
ter for ith site can be found in one of the four states
{0}, {1}, {2} and {3} with probabilities V0, V1, V2, and V3,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, V0 (V3) denotes
the probability when both of its sites are empty (occu-
pied) and V1 (V2) represents the probability when only
its upper (lower) site is occupied. The mutually exclusive
and exhaustive nature of these probabilities implies∑
i
Vi = 1. (3)
In the stationary state, the bulk densities in each channel
is computed as ρ1 = V1+V3, ρ2 = V2+V3. The symmetric
coupling in between the two channels provide ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ
[32].
One can easily compute an expression of bulk current
and check that the large interactions (i.e. |E|  1) cause
bulk current to increase without any bound (see appendix
A). Such behavior of bulk current is not physically ac-
ceptable. It is because, in the presence of stronger at-
tractive interactions, particles will bound to form larger
clusters, which hinders any movement of particles. While
large repulsive interactions do not allow any two particles
to bind together, thus causing current to approach zero.
Since, VCMF theory utilizes the simple mean field ap-
proximation which ignores the correlations between two
neighboring vertical clusters, it fails to compute the ap-
propriate bulk current of the system[25]. Thus, correla-
tions affect the movement of particles and can not be ig-
nored. To overcome the incapability of the mean field ap-
proximation, we now develop a generalized theory called
modified vertical cluster mean field theory (MVCMFT)
for multi-lanes system that predicts appropriate finite
maximal current in the presence of strong attractive in-
teractions and genuinely produces the steady state phase
diagrams for the two-channel system.
2. Modified Vertical Cluster Mean Field (MVCMF) Theory
In the approach, we examine the role of some corre-
lations by considering two neighboring vertical clusters.
Based on the configuration of two neighboring sites of
a lane, each two-site (two neighboring) vertical cluster
is classified in four different states {00}, {10}, {01}, and
{11} with probabilities H00, H10, H01, and H11, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The normalization condi-
tion for these probabilities leads to∑
i,j={0,1}
Hij = 1. (4)
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
{0} {1} {2} {3} {10} {01} {11}{00}
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Four different states for (a) one-site vertical cluster
(b) two-site vertical cluster. Here, a dotted-open circle de-
notes that the site is either empty or occupied. A filled circle
indicates the occupied site whereas absence of circle means
the empty site.
At the steady state, for the translational invariant sys-
tem, the Kolmogorov consistency conditions provide the
following relationship for uniform bulk density ρ
H10 +H11 = ρ , H01 +H11 = ρ. (5)
To incorporate the effect of inter as well as intra-channel
interactions, we compute the probabilities of each two-
site vertical clusters, defined in Fig. 3(b), explicitly in
terms of one-site vertical cluster as
H10 =
(V1 + V3)(V0 + V2)
V0 + V2 + η(V1 + V3)
, (6)
H11 = (V1 + V3)−H10, (7)
H00 = (V0 + V2)−H10, (8)
and H01 = H10. (9)
Clearly, equations (6) - (9) respect the normality condi-
tion given by Eq. (4). To understand the approxima-
tion of H10 in Eq. (6), we first discuss the case when
there are no intra-channel interactions i.e. η = 1. Us-
ing mean field approximation, the probability H10 can
be written as a product of the probabilities of its each
one-site vertical cluster. First vertical cluster of config-
uration {10} can exists in any of the two states {1} and
{3} with probability (V1 + V3). While the second ver-
tical cluster can exist in one of the two states {0} and
{2} and thus its probability is (V0 + V2). This implies
H10 = (V1 +V3)(V0 +V2) = ρ(1−ρ). However, the prob-
ability H10 in Eq. (6) includes the effect of interactions
between two occupied vertical clusters. It is the prod-
uct of two probabilities. The first one is (V1 + V3), the
probability for first vertical cluster of configuration {10}
to either be in state {1} or {3}. The remaining term,
(V0+V2)
(V0+V2)+η(V1+V3)
, is the conditional probability of the sec-
ond vertical cluster to be in state {0} or {2} knowing that
the first vertical cluster is in state {1} or {3}. Note that
when second vertical cluster is occupied, its particles can
interact with the particles of the first vertical cluster;
this effect is incorporated by the factor η appearing in
the denominator. Other equations (7) - (9) can easily be
5computed using Eq. (5). All these equations hold equally
well for the limiting cases. In the absence of intra-channel
interactions (η = 1), H10 = (V0+V2)(V1+V3) = ρ(1−ρ).
For very strong repulsions (η → 0), H10 = V1 + V3 = ρ
which is same as for the motion of non-interacting dimers
on the lattice [40]. Under very large attractive strength
(η → ∞) H10 → 0, which seems to be justified, as the
whole system is expected to be fully occupied without
any vacancies.
We now compute the total particle flux in the system.
According to the system dynamics, there are total eight
configurations in the bulk that participate in the compu-
tation of particle current (flux) per channel as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The total flux per channel can be written as
Jbulk =
h∑
i=a
Ji, (10)
where Ja, Jb, · · · , Jh denotes particle flux correspond-
ing to the eight different configurations in Fig. 2(a-h),
respectively. Each of these configuration consists of four
consecutive one-site vertical cluster. In all these cases,
the current is measured only when there is the particle
movement from the upper site of second vertical cluster
to the upper site of third vertical cluster. The movement
depends on the occupancy states of first, fourth and the
lower site of second vertical cluster.
We first approximate particle current corresponding to
the configurations whose lower site of the second vertical
cluster is filled (Fig. 2(a)-(d)). For configuration (a), Ja
is expressed as
Ja = γS1
(
H00
H00 + V1 + V3
)
. (11)
The above expression can be understood as the product
of three terms. The first factor
[
γ(γ+ (1−γ))
]
gives the
probability of the first vertical cluster. γ = (1 +η)−1 is a
Boltzmann’s factor and here it provides the probability of
the upper site of first vertical cluster in occupied state.
[γ + (1 − γ)] is the probability for its lower site which
can be either empty or occupied. The second factor, S1,
is an approximated probability of the two-site vertical
cluster whose first vertical cluster is in state {3} and
second vertical cluster is either in state {0} or {2} (Fig.
2 (a)) and is computed as
S1 =
V3(V0 + V2)
(V0 + V2) + η(V1 + V3)
. (12)
Here, the factor η in the denominator represents the in-
teraction between particles of first and second vertical
clusters. Finally, the last and the third factor of Ja in-
dicates the probability of the fourth vertical cluster to
be in state {0} or {2} i.e. its upper site is empty and
the lower site is either empty or occupied. It is the nor-
malization of the two probabilities corresponding to the
two possible configurations in which the fourth vertical
cluster can exist. The two configurations are:
(i) When the upper site is occupied with probability
V1 + V3 = ρ
(ii) When the fourth vertical cluster is either in state {0}
or {2}. Since, the third vertical cluster is in one of the
states {0} or {2}, the probability for the fourth vertical
cluster, in this case, is given by H00.
So, the normalized probability of the fourth vertical clus-
ter is
(
H00
H00+(V1+V3)
)
.
By similar arguments, particle currents for configura-
tions (b) - (d) can be computed as:
Jb = qγS1
(
V1 + V3
H00 + V1 + V3
)
, (13)
Jc = r(1− γ)S1
(
H00
H00 + V1 + V3
)
, (14)
and Jd = (1− γ)S1
(
V1 + V3
H00 + V1 + V3
)
. (15)
Now we calculate flux for configurations in Fig. 2(e-
h), which are similar to configurations (a) - (d) except
that the lane changing of the particle is allowed. Thus
flux corresponding to the configurations (e) - (h) can be
approximated as
Je = (1− w)γS2
(
H00
H00 + V1 + V3
)
, (16)
Jf = q(1− w)γS2
(
V1 + V3
H00 + V1 + V3
)
, (17)
Jg = r(1− w)(1− γ)S2
(
H00
H00 + V1 + V3
)
, (18)
and Jh = (1− w)(1− γ)S2
(
V1 + V3
H00 + V1 + V3
)
. (19)
Here, the factor S2 represents the probability of the two-
site vertical cluster whose first cluster is in state {1} and
second cluster is either in state {0} or {2} and is approx-
imated as
S2 =
V1(V0 + V2)
V0 + V2 + η(V1 + V3)
. (20)
Note that S1 + S2 = H10.
Utilizing Eq. (11) and Eqs.(13-19), in Eq. (10), the total
bulk current is obtained as
Jbulk =
AH00 +Bρ
H00 + ρ
(
S1 + (1− w)S2
)
. (21)
where auxiliary functions A and B are defined as
A =
1 + rη
1 + η
, B =
q + η
1 + η
. (22)
6Since, Jbulk involves S1, S2, H00 and ρ that are in terms
of one-site vertical cluster probabilities, Jbulk is also in
terms of V
′
i s. To write Jbulk explicitly as a function of
single ordered parameter V3, we solve the master equa-
tion for these one-site vertical cluster probabilities in the
mean field approximation at steady state, to get,
V3V0 = (1− w)V 21 ,
and V1 = V2.
(23)
The normalization condition from Eq. (3) and Eq.23
gives V0 = 1− 2V1 − V3, which further implies V1 as
V1 =
{
−V3+
√
V 23 +(1−w)V3(1−V3)
1−w , (w 6= 1)
1−V3
2 , (w = 1).
(24)
All dynamic properties of the system can now be cal-
culated using Jbulk(V3) for any given value of interaction
energy E, splitting parameter θ and coupling rate w. The
expression for Jbulk holds equally well for all the limit-
ing cases. For the case of no interactions (η = 1), Jbulk=
(V3+(1−w)V1)(1−V1−V3), which is same as reported in
Ref. [32]. For very large repulsive interactions (η → 0),
Jbulk → (V3 + (1− w)V1)(1− 2(V1 + V3))
(1− V1 − V3) . (25)
This result is reasonable as for a special case w = 0
Jbulk reduces to
ρ(1−2ρ)
(1−ρ) [26]. Under very large attrac-
tions (η → ∞), Jbulk → 0. Such behavior of bulk cur-
rent matches the expectation that large attractions force
particles to form longer clusters which hinder their move-
ment. It also justifies that our proposed generalised ap-
proach has overcome the pitfall of the VCMF approach.
Now, we discuss the current at the two boundaries
where dynamics are totally governed by the exit and en-
trance rates. These currents are computed in the simi-
lar fashion used for computing bulk current and are ex-
pressed as
Jentr =
α(1−V1−V3)[1−(2−η+q)(V1+V3)]
1−(1−η)(V1+V3) , (26)
and
Jexit =
β((1−w)V1+V3)[1−(1−rη)(V1+V3)]
1−(1−η)(V1+V3) . (27)
For η = 1 i.e. no interactions, Jentr = α(1− V1 − V3) =
α(1 − ρ) and Jexit = β((1 − w)V1 + V3), which is likely.
When η → 0 i.e. in the presence of strong repulsive in-
teraction Jentr = α(1 − 2(V1 + V3)) = α(1 − 2ρ) and
Jexit = β((1 − w)V1 + V3). For large attractive interac-
tions i.e. η →∞, Jentr = Jexit = 0, which is as expected.
C. Phase diagrams
To analyze the effect of interactions on symmetri-
cally coupled TASEP system we construct stationary
density profiles and phase diagrams in the parameter
space (α, β) based on the theoretical investigation pre-
sented in the previous section. In the absence of in-
teractions, the model under study reduces to the orig-
inal case of symmetrically coupled TASEP with three
dynamical phases Low-density (LD), High-Density (HD)
and Maximal-Current (MC) [32]. It has been observed
that the consideration of interactions on a single-channel
original TASEP system did not alter the topology of the
phase diagram but shifted the phase boundaries [26]. It is
reasonable to expect that although the presence of inter-
action in symmetrically coupled system will preserve the
nature of the density profiles and the qualitative proper-
ties of the phase diagram but the location of triple points,
phase boundaries, values of stationary maximal bulk cur-
rents and densities will change.
We now discuss the properties of the three different
stationary phases and provide the explicit expression for
computing the phase boundaries separating them.
Entrance Dominated phase (LD): The system dy-
namics in this phase are solely governed by the entrance
rate. As a result, the bulk current of the system matches
with the entrance current. This continuity of the station-
ary current provides a relationship between the entrance
rate α and the order parameter V3 from the following
equation:
α = (V3 + (1− w)V1)
×
[
A(1− ρ)(1− ρ(2− η)) +Bρ(1− ρ(1− η))
(1 + ρ(−2 + η + q))((1− ρ)2 + ρη)
]
.
(28)
After substituting ρLD = V
LD
3 +V
LD
1 and V
LD
1 from Eq.
(24), the above nonlinear equation can be solved for a
relevant root V LD3 . This subsequently provides particle
bulk density in the LD phase in terms of α using the
relation ρLD = V
LD
3 + V
LD
1 and Eq. (24). Further, bulk
current can be computed from Eq. (21) for any value of
coupling rate w.
We check the validity of the above estimates for
special cases. When particles do not interact with
each other (η = 1), Eq. (28) simplifies to α =√
V3(1− w(1− V3)) and the density function reduces to
ρLD =
2α+1−w−
√
(1−w)2+4wα2
2(1−w) , which agrees well with
the known results of two-channel symmetrically coupled
original TASEP system [32]. In the limit of infinite re-
pulsive interactions (η → 0), Eq. (28) yields
α =
(1− w)√V3(1− w(1− V3))
1− w(1− V3)−
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))
.
One can solve above equation for V LD3 and thus can ob-
tain ρLD =
α(1+α)
(1+α)2−w . Furthermore, for a special choice
of w = 0, ρLD becomes
(
α
1+α
)
[40]. For the limiting case
of infinite attractive interactions (η → ∞), bulk current
tends to zero which is possible only for α = 0. Thus,
the continuity of the entrance and bulk current implies
that LD phase does not exist under very large attractive
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Exit Dominated Phase (HD): System dynamics in
this phase are dominated by the exit rate. The condition
Jbulk = Jexit, yields a coupled relationship between order
parameter and exit rate from the following relationship:
β =
(1− ρ)
[
A(1− ρ)(1− ρ(2− η)) +Bρ(1− ρ(1− η))
]
(1 + ρ(rη − 1))((1− ρ)2 + ρη) .
(29)
From the above expression and utilizing relation ρHD =
V HD3 + V
HD
1 and Eq. (24), the density of full vertical
cluster in HD phase, V HD3 , is calculated as a function
of β. Subsequently, particle density, ρHD, and current,
JHD, is obtained from relation ρHD = V
HD
3 + V
HD
1 and
Eq. (27), respectively, as a function of β. For the case of
no interaction (η = 1), Eq. (29) simplifies to
β =
1− w(1− V3)−
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))
1− w ,
which further provides ρHD = 1−β, that is exactly same
as obtained in Ref. [32]. Under the case of very large
repulsions (η → 0), Eq. (29) reduces to
β =
1− w(1− 2V3)− 2
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))
1− w(1− V3)−
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))
,
that gives the density of fully filled vertical cluster in the
high density phase explicitly in terms of exit rate as
V HD3 =
β(2w − 1) +√(2− β)2 − 4w(1− β)− 2(1− w)
2w(2− β) .
From the above expression, the density ρHD in terms
of coupling rate w can be obtained from relation
ρHD = V
HD
3 + V
HD
1 and Eq. (24). Particularly, for
w = 0, ρHD =
1−β
2−β , which matches with the case of
non-interacting dimers [40]. Lastly for infinite attrac-
tions (η →∞), the bulk current and thus entry and exit
current tend to zero for all values of β leading to a fully
occupied system.
Maximal Current Phase (MC): In this phase, the
bulk current is dominated by the bulk processes and re-
mains unaffected by the boundary rates. For current
Jbulk to be maximum, the following condition:
∂Jbulk
∂V3
= 0, (30)
must be satisfied. It is worth to mention that there is no
complexity involved in obtaining the general analytic ex-
pression of the above equation. However, the complexed
form is too lengthy to mention here. The physically rele-
vant root, VMC3 , can be determined by numerically solv-
ing Eq. (30) for any general set of constants E, θ and
w. Thus, the stationary properties namely density, ρMC ,
and maximal current, JMC , can be calculated by using
relation ρMC = V
MC
3 +V
MC
1 and Eq. (21), respectively,
where VMC1 is obtained from Eq. (24).
We now test the validity of our analytical results for
some special cases. For the case of no interactions, the
lengthy expression obtained from the general Eq. (30)
simplifies to
4w2V 23 −
[
4w
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))− 5w(1− w)
]
V3
− 2
√
V3(1− w(1− V3))(1− w) + (1− w)2 = 0.
The above equation matches with the known result for
the original two-channel TASEP model with symmetric
coupling and can be solved for relevant root, VMC3 , for
any value of w [32]. For the case of large repulsion (η →
0), Eq. (30) yields,
4w(1 + w)V 23 + (−6w2 + w(4− 8
√
V3(1 + (V3 − 1)w))
+ 2)V3 + (1− w)(1− w − 4
√
V3(1 + (V3 − 1)w) = 0.
The physically reasonable root for above equation, VMC3 ,
which gives nonzero flux in the system, can be found out
for any value of w. In particular, for w = 0, one can get
VMC3 =
1
2 (3− 2
√
2), ρMC = 1− 1√2 and Jbulk ' 0.1716,
which matches for the case of one channel interacting
TASEP model in the limit of large repulsion [26].
We now investigate three different two-phase coexistence
lines.
(i) LD-MC: As the transition from LD to MC phase
is second order in nature, the bulk densities in both the
phases will be equal at the transition line. Since, ρLD
depends on α and an increment in α causes rise in the
bulk density in LD phase; there must exist a critical value
of α, say αc, at which ρLD = ρMC . The line α = αc gives
the phase boundary line for these two phases.
(ii) HD-MC: The phase coexistence line, HD-MC,
can similarly be obtained by using the condition of con-
tinuous transition of bulk density from HD to MC line.
In general, ρHD > ρMC and ρHD decreases continuously
with increase in β. At a critical value of β = βc (say),
ρHD = ρMC . The line β = βc is the required phase
boundary line separating these two phases.
(iii) LD-HD: The transition from LD to HD phase
is first order discontinuous and the phase transition line
can be determined from continuity condition for current
i.e. Jentr = Jexit, that provides the following relationship
between α and β.
β
α
=
[
(1− ρLD)(1− 2ρLD + qρLD + ηρLD
(V HD3 + (1− w)ρHD − V HD3 )(1− ρHD(1− rη)
]
×
[
(1− ρHD + ηρHD)
(1− ρLD + ηρLD)
]
.
(31)
Here, V LD3 , ρLD and V
HD
3 , ρHD are densities obtained
by solving Eqs. (28) and (29), respectively. Starting
from the origin, the transition line ends meeting up the
triple point (αc, βc), where all the three phase boundaries
intersect. At this point, ρLD = ρHD = ρMC .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to examine the effect of attractive as well as
repulsive interactions on the collective dynamics of motor
8FIG. 4. Stationary phase diagrams for interactive two-channel symmetrically coupled TASEP with coupling strength w = 0.2
for different interaction strengths and splitting parameter: (a) E = −1.6λ−1, θ = 0.25; (b) E = −1.2λ−1, θ = 0.5; (c)
E = −0.7λ−1, θ = 0.75; (d) E = 1.6λ−1, θ = 0.5. Solid lines and dotted lines with marker indicate theoretical and simulations
results, respectively.
proteins working on two-channel coupled system and to
test the applicability of the proposed approximate theo-
retical framework, we plot phase diagrams obtained the-
oretically as well as by Monte-Carlo simulations for dif-
ferent repulsive and attractive strength of interactions
under a fixed coupling rate w = 0.2 in Fig. 4. It is worth
to mention here that as our generalized approach agrees
with the known vertical cluster mean field approach for
the case of no interactions, the theoretical and simulation
results of the phase diagrams matches exactly.
On comparing the phase diagrams for different inter-
action strength and splitting parameter (Fig. 4), it is
evident that theoretical results agree quite well with the
simulation results for both relatively weak attractive and
repulsive interaction. For stronger interactions, the the-
oretical and simulation results agree mostly at the qual-
itative level. Additionally, for a fixed coupling strength,
the LD-MC and LD-HD phase transition lines shift right-
wards and downwards, respectively, with an increase in
the strength of repulsive interaction which further causes
the enlargement of LD region in the phase plane. While
for attractive interaction, LD (HD) phase shrinks (en-
larges) due to the movement of LD-MC and HD-MC line
towards the left and up, respectively. The reason behind
such behavior is understood as follows: Repulsive inter-
action reduces the effective entrance rate of the system
as well as drive the particles away from each other which
opposes the existence of large particle cluster. Both situ-
ations favor the LD phase. While attractions increase the
effective entrance rate and decrease the exit rate, both
conditions force particles to form bigger clusters leading
to high density.
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FIG. 5. Triple points as a function of coupling rate w under
weak attractive and repulsive interactions split symmetrically.
In the case of interactions, different dotted lines with and
without marker represents simulations and theoretical results,
respectively. Solid line with and without marker highlights
the case of no interactions. The pointing arrows indicate w
increasing from 0 to 1.
In a coupled interactive TASEP system, it is also im-
portant to discuss the effect of coupling rate on the phase
diagram. Each curve in Fig. 5 is traced by the position
of the triple point corresponding to various coupling rate
under a given interaction strength split symmetrically
between q and r. Note that the generalized theory cor-
rectly predicts the triple points for the special case of
no interactions as simulation results coincides with the
theoretical predictions (Fig. 5). For relatively weak at-
tractive interactions, the triple points predicted from the
theoretical approximation are in agreement with the sim-
ulation results, while for weak repulsive interactions, the
location of the triple point agrees well only for relatively
weak coupling (w < 0.25). It is found that the effect
of coupling rate on multi-particle dynamics is symmetric
with respect to interactions. In general, both simulation
and theoretical results indicate that coupling between the
lanes causes the shrinkage of HD region irrespective of the
presence of repulsive or attractive interaction. As when
a particle feels obstruction in its own lane, it switches
to other lane (with rate w) and thus diminishes the risk
of traffic jam of particles and allows the smooth flow of
particles.
To observe the effect for a range of interaction on max-
imal current of particles and to validate whether the pro-
posed theory overcomes the drawback of MFT in produc-
ing infinite bulk current for attractive interactions, par-
ticle flux in MC phase is computed as a function of inter-
action energy E for different value of splitting parameter
(Fig. 6). For repulsive interactions, a good agreement is
found between theoretical and simulation results for any
value of splitting parameter, except for θ = 0 for which it
holds qualitatively. While for attractive interaction, the
results match only for smaller values of θ. Also, particle
flux behavior is not symmetric about E = 0. Note that
for E >> 1, the maximal current vanishes for any value
of θ.
From the theoretical development and simulation re-
sults, one can see that as moving from very large repul-
sive to attractive interaction maximal particle current
shows a non-monotonous behavior for all values of split-
ting parameter except for θ = 0. It is rather a unimodal
function, which firstly increases from a saturated posi-
tive value to its maximum with increments in E, then de-
creases rapidly, ultimately diminishing to zero as E →∞
for any value of splitting parameter θ 6= 0 (Fig. 6). In-
terestingly, it is found that in the coupled interactive
two-channel system, the optimal value of the interaction
energy corresponding to maximum flux does not belong
to the case of no interactions. Rather it occurs for weak
repulsive interactions for any value of splitting parameter
(Fig. 6).
To further investigate the effect of different coupling
rates on the multi-particle interactive dynamics, the op-
timal interaction energy (E∗) and its corresponding max-
imal particle current is plotted as a function of coupling
rate w in the phase plane (E, JMC) for different θ (Fig.
7). It is found that whatever be the coupling rate, for
a given parameter θ the optimal interaction strength
corresponding to the maximal current of particles is a
weak repulsive interaction strength. Also, irrespective
of any value of splitting parameter θ, the particle max-
imal current decreases with an increase in the coupling
rate w. The optimal maximal current and the interac-
tion strength obtained from simulation results agree quite
well with the theoretical values shown in Fig.(7) for all
splitting values (except for θ → 1). For any value of cou-
pling rate w, the optimal current is found to be larger
for smaller value of θ. Most importantly, it is found that
for weak splittings, E∗ decreases in magnitude with an
increase in the coupling rate. Such behavior of E∗ is
experimentally favorable.
Experimentally, it is known that kinesins experience
an interaction of range (1.6 ± 0.5)λ−1, which is crucial
for maintaining the smooth flow of motors [14]. The re-
cent theoretical and numerical study on an interactive
single channel TASEP model [25], that takes only sym-
metric splitting of interaction, argues the optimal inter-
action strength corresponding to the maximal current of
particles to be −3λ−1 which is in opposite regime to the
experimentally known interaction strength. Later on, a
refined theoretical study on the interactive single chan-
nel TASEP [26], called modified cluster mean field theory,
takes the role of symmetry of interaction and claims the
occurrence of E∗ in the range −(0.5-2)λ−1 for most of
the interaction splittings.
However, a single-channel and its theories cannot con-
sider the combined effect of inter and intra-channel tran-
sitions, which affects the collective dynamics of motor
proteins. As for w = 0, the developed generalized theory
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FIG. 6. Plots of maximal particle current (J) with respect to interaction energy (E, λ−1) under the coupling strength w = 0.2
for different interaction splittings: (a) θ = 0; (b) θ = 0.25; (c) θ = 0.5; (d) θ = 0.75; (e) θ = 1. In simulations, α = 1, β = 1 is
utilised.
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FIG. 7. Path traced by points representing optimal inter-
action strength (E∗)and its corresponding maximal particle
current (JMC) as a function of coupling rate w for different θ.
The arrows on each curve point the direction of w increasing
from 0 to 1. Highlighted circle at each curve for the interac-
tions indicates E∗ and corresponding maximal current for the
case of single channel interacting TASEP model.
reduces to modified cluster mean field theory, the optimal
interaction strength, E∗ for w = 0 is also highlighted by
a circle in Fig. 7 for the sake of comparison. The analysis
of our results presented in figures 6 and 7 suggest that for
weak interaction splittings, the possibility for the particle
to change lane shifts the optimal interaction energy (E∗)
towards the experimentally found interactive strength of
particles which is a result of great importance. Since in
our model, we have incorporated only symmetric cou-
pling between two interactive single-channel TASEP’s, it
is expected that if more realistic features of motor pro-
teins such as their motion in a complex network, presence
of three or more lanes, interaction with the open environ-
ment, backward stepping of motor proteins etc are con-
sidered, it might happen that kinesins working under the
interaction energy E = 1.6λ−1 support maximal current
as well. The results in figures 6 and 7 also indicate that in
spite of taking the effect of coupling in between the lanes,
the small changes in interaction energy may lead to large
changes in particle collective behavior, which has been
found experimentally important for maintaining robust
cellular transport [6, 25, 26].
As seen in our previous discussion that interactions of
molecular motor in a coupled system significantly affect
the particle dynamics, we now study the correlations to
further investigate the dynamical properties of the sys-
tem at the stationary state. We define the two-point
classical correlation function, where each point is consid-
ered as a vertical cluster, as
Ci = 〈〈τi,lτi,l′〉〈τi+1,lτi+1,l′〉〉 − 〈τi,lτi,l′〉〈τi+1,lτi+1,l′〉(32)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, and l 6= l′ ∈ {1, 2}.
The one-point density function can be expressed as
〈τi,lτi,l′〉 =
∑
τi,l
∑
τi,l′
τi,lτi,l′P (τi,l, τi,l′), (33)
which amounts to the density of fully filled vertical clus-
ter, given by V3. The two-point density function is de-
fined by
〈〈τi,lτi,l′〉〈τi+1,lτi+1,l′〉〉 =
∑
τi,l
∑
τi,l′
∑
τi+1,l
∑
τi+1,l′
τi,lτi,l′τi+1,lτi+1,l′
× P (τi,l, τi,l′ , τi+1,l, τi+1,l′).
(34)
Equation (34) is the expected value of two neighboring
vertical cluster and ultimately gives the probability for
all four sites of the two-site vertical cluster to occupy
simultaneously. Theoretically, this probability is approx-
imated as
ηV 23
1−ρ+ηρ .
Thus, the correlation function for the coupled system
can be expressed analytically in the closed form as
C(η) =
(η − 1)(1− ρ)V 23
[1 + (η − 1)ρ] . (35)
The above correlation function physically represents
the extent by which the fully filled vertical cluster influ-
ences the occupancy of particles at its neighboring verti-
cal cluster. When the probability of finding particles at
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FIG. 8. Plots of correlation function (C) with respect to interaction energy (E, λ−1) under the coupling strength w = 0.2 for:
(a) θ = 0; (b) θ = 0.25; (c) θ = 0.5; (d) θ = 0.75; (e) θ = 1. In simulations, α = 1, β = 1 is utilised.
(i + 1)th vertical cluster is more, given that ith vertical
cluster is fully filled, the correlation function takes posi-
tive value. This is corresponding to the case of attractive
interaction, where particles form large clusters. On the
other hand, the function C takes the negative values, for
the case when presence of particles at ith vertical clus-
ter reduce the chance to have particles at its neighboring
vertical cluster. This occurs for the case of repulsive in-
teraction when particles repel and there is less probability
of finding two fully filled cluster together. Our theoret-
ical expression for correlation function is in accordance
with these physical considerations.
For η < 1 i.e. the case of repulsive interaction, C
yields negative values and approaches to −V 23 as η → 0.
For attractive interaction i.e. when η > 1, correlations
are always positive and for a particular case of infinite
attractions (η → ∞), C tends to extreme positive value
V 23 (1−ρ)
ρ . This positive and large value indicates the high-
est probability of getting two fully filled vertical clusters
together. When the occupancy of particles in two consec-
utive vertical clusters are independent for each other (in
case of η = 1), C approaches towards zero. It is worth
to mention that effect of inter-channel interactions has
appeared in C through its natural inheritance in V3.
In Fig. 8, the correlation function obtained analyti-
cally as well as through simulations is plotted as a func-
tion of interaction energy E for various value of splitting
parameter θ and for a fixed coupling rate w = 0.2. It
is clear from the figure that for repulsive interaction as
well as weak attractive interaction, there is good con-
sistency found between both theoretical and simulation
findings whereas results match only qualitatively for rel-
atively stronger attractive interactions. The reasons for
above agreements are that for the case of repulsion par-
ticles generally form smaller cluster and influence locally,
thus the correlations encountered are short-range and
weak and can be captured by considering correlation be-
tween two neighboring vertical clusters. On the contrary
for strong attractive interactions, particles at ith verti-
cal cluster attract the particles to occupy its neighboring
vertical cluster which further attract particles towards it
leading to the formation of larger clusters. Thus, corre-
lations developed are stronger and long-range which can
not be justified by our approximation theory. Note that
all correlation curves are plotted with respect to inter-
action energy E instead of parameter η for simplicity
in comparing the results of one lane with the new dis-
cussed results. It is observed that comparative to the
case of w = 0, coupling in between the lanes quanti-
tatively decreases the correlations ([26], Fig.8). Com-
puted correlation curves in Fig. 8 are for a fixed coupling
strength w = 0.2 and it is checked that for other coupling
strengths, the difference in correlation function curves is
very minute and can be neglected within a relative error
of 1%.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have developed a new generalized
approach called modified vertical cluster mean field the-
ory, to investigate the collective dynamics of interacting
molecular motors that move along two parallel cytoskele-
tal filaments. The interactions, predicted experimentally,
are incorporated in a two-channel symmetrically coupled
original TASEP model by modifying its transition rates
via fundamental thermodynamic arguments. It was ob-
served that interactions bring correlations into the sys-
tem, which can not be ignored. It causes the probability
for any one-site vertical cluster to depend on the occu-
pancy of its neighboring cluster. Our theory is based
on approximating the probabilities of two neighboring
one-site vertical clusters. The approach successfully pre-
dicts the correlations for repulsive and weak attractive
interactions that bring short-range correlations, while it
qualitatively predicts long-range correlation generated in
case of stronger attractive interactions. The effect of
inter-channel coupling on triple points is found to be
symmetric for weak repulsive and attractive interactions.
The effect of different coupling strength and symmetry
of interactions are observed on the optimal interaction
strength (E∗) and its corresponding maximal particle
current. When breaking of a bond is strongly affected
by the interactions, (i.e. θ is smaller), an increment in
the coupling rate shifts the optimal interaction strength
for maximal current toward the experimentally predicted
energy for a rich flow of motor proteins. However, when
the breaking of a bond is weakly influenced (i.e. θ is
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larger), an increment in the coupling rate has a minor
affect on the optimal interactive strength E∗. The cou-
pling in between both the channels decreases the mag-
nitude of correlations into the system as compared to
the case of one-channel interacting TASEP system. All
results predicted from the proposed theory are matched
with extensive Monte-Carlo simulations.
From the implication of our results for kinesin motor
proteins, we conclude that implementing more realistic
features of motor proteins such as interactions with more
than one-channel and open-environment at all sites of a
channel, limited number of motor proteins at the sur-
roundings, back movement of motor proteins, etc gives
more justification to the experimental expectations on ki-
nesins. Our theory can easily be extended to take these
features into account for a better understanding of motor
protein behavior.
Appendix A: Expression for bulk current using
VCMF approach:
The Vertical cluster mean field approach is utilized to
compute the bulk current for all eight possible configu-
ration (shown in Fig. 2) that contribute to the particle
movement in bulk. The total bulk current in the system
is an algebraic sum of currents from all of these configura-
tions. We first compute the particle current correspond-
ing to configurations in Fig. 2(a-d) that doesn’t involve
the coupling parameter w i.e. the case when the particle
can not hop vertically. We denote total bulk currents
from these four configurations as
J1 = Ja + Jb + Jc + Jd, (A1)
where Ja, Jb, Jc, and Jd are particle currents correspond-
ing to configuration (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively,
given as
Ja = V3(V0 + V2)
3,
Jb = qV3(V1 + V3)(V0 + V2)
2,
Jc = rV3(V1 + V3)(V0 + V2)
2,
and Jd = V3(V0 + V2)(V1 + V3)
2,
(A2)
thus implying,
J1 = V3(1− ρ)[(1− ρ)2 + (q + r)ρ(1− ρ) + ρ2].(A3)
Here ρ = V1 +V3 denotes the particle bulk density. Sim-
ilarly particle bulk current for the configurations in Fig.
2(e-h) which involves the role of parameter w i.e. when
lane switching is possible, can be computed as
Je = (1− w)V1(V0 + V2)3,
Jf = q(1− w)V1(V1 + V3)(V0 + V2)2,
Jg = r(1− w)V1(V1 + V3)(V0 + V2)2,
and Jh = (1− w)V1(V0 + V2)(V1 + V3)2,
(A4)
where Je, Jf , Jg, and Jh denote particle currents corre-
sponding to configuration (e), (f), (g), and (h), respec-
tively. The total bulk currents for the above four config-
urations is expressed as
J2 = Je + Jf + Jg + Jh
= (1− w)V1(1− ρ)[(1− ρ)2 + (q + r)ρ(1− ρ) + ρ2].
(A5)
The overall bulk current per channel is
JV CMFbulk = J1 + J2
= (V3 + (1− w)V1)(1− ρ)[(1− ρ)2
+ (q + r)ρ(1− ρ) + ρ2].
(A6)
The rate of formation of particle cluster, q = ηθ, ap-
proaches infinity for very large attractive interactions
(η  1) as θ > 0. This causes bulk current to in-
crease without any limit which in contrast to the physical
implication that under large attractive strength particle
current should ultimately die out. Similarly, the rate of
deformation of cluster, r = η(θ−1), tends to infinity for
η → 0 and θ < 1.
Appendix B: Monte-Carlo Simulations
Due to approximate nature of our method in calculat-
ing the effect of interactions and correlations, we validate
the results obtained from the given approximate theoret-
ical method with extensive Monte Carlo (MC) Simula-
tions. Random-Sequential update rules are adopted. For
a single Monte-Carlo step, first a lattice is randomly cho-
sen with equal probability. To avoid any finite-size and
boundary effects both lattices are considered to be of size
N = 1000 unless otherwise mentioned. The results have
been verified by taking large lattice size of L = 5000.
The simulation starts from a random initial distribution
of particles on both the lattices and system evolved for
109 to 1010 time steps to ensure steady state condition.
To compute density and particle current at steady state,
an average of the last 80% of the steps has been taken.
In constructing phase diagrams, density profiles are com-
pared with a precision of 0.01 and for calculating phase
boundaries, error estimated in comparing currents is less
than 1%. Our predicted theoretical results fit well with
the simulation results.
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